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I apologise to readers for my failure to acknowledge
adequately the major contribution to this paper made by
Petronella Morel, Consultant Anthropologist The reports
referred to on page 8 about the help given by community
leaders and others were gathered and organised by her and
she was deeply involved in the preparation of that part of
the text which describes the present position. She is not,
however, responsible for any errors I may have made in
my use of her material.
HCCo ombs
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NORTH AUSTRALIA RESEARCH UNIT
In 1973 the Australian National University created the North Australia
Research Unit for two purposes: to carry out a research program of its
own and to provide a base and logistic support for research workers, from
ANU and from other Australian or overseas research institutions. The
Unit is part of the Research School of Pacific Studies.
The Unit's activities range well beyond its base in Darwin in the Northern
Territory to research localities in central Australia and the north and west
of Queensland and north Western Australia.
The Unit's academic work is interdisciplinary and principally in the social
sciences. An overall aim is to initiate research on problems of
development in the north, little studied by other institutions. At present,
emphasis is being given to four main research areas:
•
•
•
•

Environmental management and planning
Governance and policymaking structures
Economic development and social equity
Quality of community life

The future prospects and present needs of the Aboriginal and Islander
communities remain a major theme in our work as are ecological and
economic sustainability.

NARU Discussion Papers are intended to invite comment and to stimulate
debate. Interested parties and others are encouraged to respond to any
paper in whatever way is appropriate. This could be by offering
comments, entering into debate or correspondence with the author, or by
responding in public fora or even by ~ffering a manuscript for another
discussion paper.
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Each paper will be short (see guidelines below). They will often deal
with controversial topics. While the Unit takes pride in, and legal
responsibility for, its publications, these papers reflect views of authors
and not those of the Australian National University or the North Australia
Research Unit.
The Unit is willing to publish discussion papers written by authors who
are not members of ANU or NARU. However, NARU retains the right to
use referees or to reject manuscripts. Non-NARU contributors may be
expected to make some financial contribution towards publication.
We hope that this series will open up discussion about some issues of
northern development and the inevitable conflicts that arise from change,
culture contacts and diversity of values.
Information about the Unit's activities and publications can be obtained
from:
Telephone (089) 275 688
Fax (089) 450 752

The Publications Officer
North Australia Research Unit
P0Box41321
Casuarina NT 0811

Guidelines for contributors:
Papers should not exceed eleven thousand words. The Harvard system of
referencing is used. Authors are asked to follow the styling used in this
paper. Originals of illustrative material should be supplied. Authors are
requested to submit their papers on floppy disk and as hard copy. Papers
will be accepted in MS Word in IBM or Mac format and in WordPerfect.
Papers may be refereed before publication. An abstract of about three
hundred words and a short resume about the author(s) should also be
supplied with the manuscript
Cover designed by M Aye and printed in Canberra by ANU Printery.
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The Nugget Coombs Forum for Indigenous Studies
The Nugget Coombs Forum (NCF) for Indigenous Studies has been
created by friends and colleagues of Dr HC 'Nugget' Coombs. The
objective of the NCF is to ensure that the sort of work Nugget undertakes
with Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders is supported and continued.
The Forum is based in Darwin at NARU.
A brochure about the NCF is available on request from the Secretary,
NARU.
At present the NCF has no institutional or foundation support, apart from
facilities provided by NARU. The Forum has received some initial
donations and intends to carry on major fundraising through 1993. As
1993 is the international United Nations year for indigenous peoples, the
timing of our launch, albeit coincidental, is appropriate. We hope that
Australians will see the importance of helping indigenous peoples here at
home as part of this year of reflection and policy revision. We also hope
many Australians will offer the NCF financial assistance.

Notes on contributor
Nugget Coombs needs no introduction to the readers of NARU
publications. Readers can turn to Who's who in Australia and the like for
the dry biographical details about one of the greatest Australians of the
century. Here it is enough to say that each year Nugget spends the dry
season at NARU - a Unit that was in part his idea - working on
contemporary social and economic issues and with indigenous
communities and organisations to help them get 'a fair go' in Australia.
This discussion paper draws on Nugget's long standing involvement,
concern and experience. The lessons learnt at Willowra are still
appropriate and the conclusions are relevant to all fair-minded
Australians.
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ABSTRACT
During the first few days of the Whitlam Government when all portfolios
were held either by Gough Whitlam or Lance Barnard, Whitlam asked me
for suggestions for immediate decisions which, while not calling for
major policy announcement, would be seen as marking a clear change of
direction. Two suggestions, one from the Council for Aboriginal Affairs,
and one from the Council for the Arts, were put forward and accepted by
Whitlam.
One of these, the purchase of Willowra cattle station for the resident
Aboriginal community, ended a long period of frustration, during which
the Council for Aboriginal Affairs battled with its own Minister, the
Department of the Interior, and the Northern Territory Administration, to
enable that community to purchase the property which the owner wished
to sell them. This decision by Whitlam was seen by the Council as
marking the end of the period of 'the unleavened bread', a phrase used by
Manning Clark to describe the conservative period of the Menzies, Holt,
Gorton and McMahon governments, and opening the prospect for
Aborigines of significant moves towards 'self-determination'.
The paper* recounts the story of the Council's struggles within the
bureaucracy to enable the Willowra Aboriginal community to regain the
land, and goes on to review the initiatives that community has been able
to take as a result of it - a story of Aboriginal autonomy in action.

* Paper given at the Whit/am Revisited' Conference, 3-4 April 1992.
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WILLOWRA
HCCoombs
In the early days of the Whitlam-Barnard duumvirate I was still Chairman
of the Council for Aboriginal Affairs and of the Council of the Arts, both
established by Harold Holt Shortly after Gough took office, he remarked
to me that he would like to make a couple of specific decisions - not
major policy announcements which might upset the Caucus and the
bureaucrats, but which were significant enough to mark a clear change of
direction. He asked the Councils for suggestions.
The Council for Aboriginal Affairs had spent two frustrating years
battling with the Northern Territory Administration (then not yet a
government), the Department of the Interior and our own Minister, to
enable the Willowra Aboriginal community to purchase a pastoral lease
property which the owner wished to sell them. The Council was happy to
suggest an end to that frustration and the Council for the Arts similarly to
propose action to correct a clear instance of Ministerial discrimination
against a woman in the award of a prize set up by the Council. These, it
seemed to us, would be seen by the public as a symbol of the end of the
years of the 'unleavened bread'. On the Councils' advice Gough promptly
announced that Willowra was being purchased for the W alpiri Aboriginal
community and that Maria Preraurer, on the advice of the Council for the
Arts, had been awarded the prize for journalistic writing on the Arts,
equally with Harry Kippax of the Sydney Morning Herald, as it had
originally recommended.
Both decisions were significant but the purchase of Willowra began a
story of mounting Aboriginal initiative; initiative which despite the
dragging chains of conservative resistance, racist prejudice, bureaucratic
selfishness and Labor Party unwillingness to act upon its own principles,

marks the growing strength of the renascence of Aboriginal autonomy.
Other examples of such initiative can since be seen also from Arnhem
Land to the Swan River, from the Pilbara to Geelong.
I would therefore like today to tell briefly the story of how the purchase
of Willowra, so long denied, was finally achieved, and to go on to trace
some subsequent developments as evidence of that renascence.
Willowra was a pastoral lease in the territory of the Walpiri people. Its
residents were among those whose kin had been killed and dispersed in
the notorious Coniston massacre in 1928, when more than 100 Aborigines
had been murdered. The memory of those killings remains strong among
the Walpiri even to this day. However, at the time the Council was
established (1967), the lease had been for some years in the hands of the
Parkinson family, pastoralists who established friendly relations with the
Aboriginal communities in the area, and indeed came to rely upon them
substantially as the basis for the development of the property. By 1968
however, the owner, Edgar Parkinson, for health reasons, wished to sell
the property and had proposed to the Northern Territory Administration,
that it might buy it for the Aboriginal community whose interests in the
land he was anxious to protect. The proposal fell on deaf ears: it was, the
Northern Territory Administration said, contrary to policy that Aborigines
should hold pastoral leases.
In 1968, the Council for Aboriginal Affairs had persuaded John Gorton to
establish a Capital Fund for Aboriginal enterprises. The capital was
initially to be in the form of loans, and the Fund was required to
commission an independent feasibility study to assess the financial
viability of any enterprise proposed - a requirement not exactly
designed to attract a rush of eligible Aboriginal clients. However, it was
a beginning.
The Council had established an Advisory Committee which included
representatives of the Treasury, and the Commonwealth Development
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Bank. and had recruited a small Slaff oo loan from that and other banb to
review and administer applications.
It was at this time that on a visit to Alice SJml&S I met Sblmpy Martin, a
sturdy, active Aboriginal resident of Willowra and a scoi<r Law man of
the Walpiri people. He told me of his people's anxiety to get back some
of their land and of the willingness of Edgar Parkinson to coopmue, and
asked if there was any way the Council could help. I explained the
existence of the Capital Fund and the constraints on its activities, and that
I thought it unlikely that it could help within Che Jaw as it stood. On the
other hand. Aborigines had a clear legal right to apply to the Fund for a
loan, and they could be assured that the Council would give it as
sympathetic treatment as the la all wed.
I reported this approach at a regular meeting which we held with Interior
and the whole idea was met with intense hostility. Not merely, they
argued. was it an intrusion into Interior's affairs, but it was contrary to
Government policy, and in any case, only Interior could approve a
transfer of the lease. We pointed out that the Act establishing the Fund
established also a legal right for Aborigines to apply for a loan and an
obligation on the Council to have the applicatim professionally
examined. The dispute was not resolved within the meeting and
Ministers failed to resolve ·t

Neverdleless, contact was maintained with Stumpy Martin and with the
owner, as a result of which a formal application for a loan was received
from the Willowra Aborigines, and Paikinson made a firm offer to se
After a long dispute, Interior finally advised the Council that it would no
longer stand in the way of the feasibility study. This was carried out by a
reputable firm of commercial consultants who, sanewhat to our surprise,
reported that the project 'could become feasible'.

In the meantime the Advis<xy committee of the Capital Fund which
included, as well as myself, an officer of Treuury who bad had
experience of the Post War Reconsttuction land settlements for ex-
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servicemen, was working to have the Charter of the fund modified so that
projects with reasonable prospects could be financed in part by grants,
and a Ministerial Committee had before it a proposal to this effect. We
recommended that pending a decision on this proposal, an option fee
should be paid to withhold the property from other sale. This our
Minister declined to authorise. However the enthusiasm of the Willowra
people, the dedication of Stumpy Martin, and the sympathetic patience of
Edgar Parkinson, maintained a flicker in the flame.
In the meantime, interest was concentrated on the Gove Land Rights case
where the decision of Mr Justice Blackburn - that the Aborigines had
not established their case for customary rights in their traditional lands had provoked outrage in many, even conservative, quarters. Indeed both
Blackburn himself and the Counsel for the Commonwealth separately
communicated to the Government the view that although the judgment
correctly interpreted Australian law, it did not invalidate Aboriginal rights
in justice to the lands they had always occupied. They urged the
Government to legislate to grant them a title. This flurry of criticism
stimulated McMahon, then Prime Minister, to make, on Australian Day,
what seemed a vigorous statement in support of Aborigines' claims and to
establish a Ministerial Committee to put proposals for action to Cabinet.
The Government was to appropriate $Sm for the purchase of properties
and to allocate funds for grants to promising Aboriginal enterprises. But
when the supplementary estimates came before Parliament, the funds for
Land Purchases had been deleted on the instructions of our own Minister.
In due course the funds were restored, but valuable time had been lost and
it was evident that the Minister was still unwilling to authorise purchases
despite the Prime Minister's Australia Day commitment. The difficulties
were intensified because the Minister also supported Interior in its
insistence that even if the purchase was approved, Interior was the
appropriate agency to purchase the property for the Commonwealth, and
thereafter to determine its future use. The Australia Day statement,
despite its apparent reforming zeal, had been castrated by Ministerial
divisions and by bureaucratic antagonism.
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The deadlock persisted until the December 1972 election was announced
and Gough Whitlam declared:
We will legislate to give Aborigines Land Rights, not just because their
case is beyond argument, but because all of us as Australians, are
diminished while Aborigines are denied their rightful place in this nation.

Within days of taking office and even before the full Ministry had been
appointed, the purchase of Willowra Station was approved and soon the
Woodward Commission was appointed to advise on the legal
establishment of land rights.
And so finally the Willowra Pastoral Company was in business with
Stumpy Martin as its chairman. But still today, twenty years later, the
great majority of Aborigines lack adequate rights to land and certainly are
still, by any civilised assessment, denied their rightful place in this nation,
and we, all of us as Australians, remain diminished.
However, in Willowra the Aboriginal community from the outset saw the
property not simply as a commercial pastoral enterprise, but as an integral
component of the life of the community. The heavy rate of stocking was
reduced substantially as part of the official program to eliminate
brucellosis and tuberculosis, and continues to be light Care of the land in
accordance with traditional Aboriginal practice took priority over
profitability. The primary objectives were to develop a source of food for
the community and for sale in its store and to provide facilities for the
training of youths and young men in stock work, both for their own
territory, and for some to seek employment on other properties in the
region. It was hoped therefore to enable the community's own managers
to acquire knowledge and skills progressively in the commercial aspects
of cattle enterprise management
Within a few years the community was strong enough for it to purchase,
with funds from its own resources and a loan from a stock and station
agent, the nearby property of Mount Barklay in traditional W alpiri
country, whose people had close affiliations with Willowra families. It
was hoped that the extra land would protect and diversify the productive
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capacity of Willowra and provide a base for a homeland community, so
encouraging the return of many Walpiri to the land of their origins.
Deaths of leaders and other problems have delayed the achievement of
these objectives.
A more significant move from the point of view of 'white' policy
orientation followed in 1978 when the Central and Northern Land
Councils submitted to the Land Commissioner a claim for the conversion
of the pastoral lease into inalienable freehold title as the Land Rights
(N1) Act made possible. This was the first such claim made under the
Act and was especially significant in that it was opposed by the NT
Conservation Commission and by several 'white' community-based
conservation and wildlife protection societies including the then powerful
Friends of the Earth.
At the time I had just been invited to accept the position of President of
the Australian Conservation Foundation, then going through something of
a crisis in changing the focus of the Foundation's objectives. From those
of a basically conservative group concerned with the preservation of
native flora and fauna, they were becoming those of more radical
reformers concerned with wider issues arising from the interaction of
hwnankind with nature; with the impact of economic development; and
with the rights of indigenous peoples to hunt and to gather, and generally
to have access to the land and its resources.
There was division within the membership about the proposal which I
was sponsoring, that the Foundation, and I as its President, should give
evidence in favour of the Land Councils' claim. Finally, this was
approved by the Foundation's Council and became the seed from which
developed the increasing identification of the conservation movement
with support for Aboriginal Land Rights.
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The opposition to the Walpiri claim was based essentially on the
arguments that
• the more effective hunting equipment now available to Aborigines
would endanger or eliminate native species;
• Aboriginal burning practices would destroy flora and fauna leading to
extension of desert areas;
• Aborigines now planned more intensive land use than their traditional
hunting and gathering and this would add to existing environmental
threats.
Not one of these fears was factually valid Aboriginal land use practices,
especially those relating to fire regimes and stocking levels, were sound
for husbandry based on range land pastures. However, the Foundation's
reply concentrated on the anti-Aboriginal prejudice and unwillingness to
negotiate with them, which underlay their objections. We pointed out
that to deny Aboriginal title because of lack of faith in Aboriginal
understanding, integrity or capacity to control their members, was to
reject the evidence of the past effectiveness of Aboriginal social
disciplines, the proven willingness (eg in Kakadu National Park) of
Aborigines to enter into, and observe, agreements directed at protecting
the environment Furthermore it was to rely solely upon compulsion in
the enforcement of laws or agreed controls in circumstances which made
such enforcement impracticable.
Mr Justice Toohey reviewed these arguments with care and thoroughness,
endorsed the Land Councils' claim, and recommended that the NT
Conservation Commission enter into negotiations with the Land Councils
and the relevant Aboriginal groups. This outcome has been especially
significant since those negotiations have demonstrated not merely
Aboriginal concern for endangered species, but an extensive knowledge
of their habitats, needs and numbers. In practice they have shown a clear
willingness to collaborate in active programs for their protection and re-
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establishment and indeed have contributed much to the knowledge and
the dedication necessary to make such programs effective.
Within white society, the identification of conservation interests with
Aboriginal needs and claims for land has progressively broadened,
although distrust persists among those whose primary anxiety is to
recreate an imaginary 'pristine wilderness' in which there is no evidence
of human activity. It is doubtful whether such 'wilderness' exists except
in human imagination. The problem is not to exclude humankind from
the land but to see that it understands and behaves itself properly when on
it. By their performance Aborigines are clearly both better informed and
more trustworthy and effective than their white successors on Australian
lands.
That the Willowra people have clearly reverted to the concerned and
respectful care of their land, is proven by their cautious conduct of their
pastoral activities, by the increase in wildlife numbers and especially in
their full participation in the disease elimination program and the conduct
of the special wildlife rehabilitation programs being conducted within
what was previously the Tanami Desert Wildlife Sanctuary, now part of
the W alpiri Aboriginal lands.
That this continues to be so can be seen by the quick look at Willowra in
the present context, which it has been possible for me to take from recent
reports, with the help of men and women community leaders,
anthropological and administrative consultants, and education staff. That
look demonstrates
•

the continuing strength of the Aboriginal 'way' - the traditional Law
and the Dreaming as the basis of daily life and behaviour;

•

a high degree of self-determination in the conduct of its affairs, and
the strong sense of 'being in control', evident among the people;
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•

the powerful role of education in the 'socialisation' of the young,
especially in relation to their capacity to confront the future.

There is not any doubt or uncertainty - Willowra is a Walpiri
community on its own land, following the traditional way, accepting and
guided by Aboriginal Law, honouring and caring for its old people,
teaching and 'growing up' the young to follow in their footsteps. They are
not antagonistic towards white people, accepting that at least for the
present, they are needed, and that there are some things they tend to do
better than Aborigines: but they are employees of the community which is
their boss. If white people wish to stay in Willowra they must accept
Aboriginal authority. Those who wish to drink are told they must do so
elsewhere. Two young white teachers have been 'sent away' for failure to
observe this convention.
Antagonism to grog is almost universal in the community and is strongly
felt and expressed. Those of the community who offend may be, and
usually are, forgiven, but if the offence is repeated, the offender is likely
to be summoned before a special community meeting where he or she is
'shamed' and reminded that
this is not a settlement, we are on Walpiri land and we respect and live by
the Law.

An Aboriginal who returned to Willowra with his vehicle carrying a party
of drunken youths and supplies of grog, found a 'welcoming' party
waiting at the entrance and had his tyres destroyed beyond redemption.
In all this the role of senior women has been critical. The community has
a woman President as well as a man, with parallel authority. Women
have been of great importance in the conduct of land claims and
participate actively in debate and decisions on community affairs. The
development of organised community life and the variety of activities and
enterprises in and around Willowra is evidence of vigour and confidence.
Unlike many communities these qualities do not seem to be impaired by
the presence of white teachers, medical workers and administrators. The
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rdigious and cultural life of the people continues to be il1'00g. They bad
been lucky in that the Parkinson family, who held the Jeue before their
purchase of it, had maintained a respectful tolerance towards the demands
of activities which weie part of that life, recogoiaing its impmance as a
source of social cohesion. The community bad continued to live oo its
people's land and had avoided being inslitnrimalised Thus the WilloWlll
people have maint.ained the kinship system with its mutual supports, and
have continued subSlantially to honour the coosuaints it imposes on the
choice of marriage partners. Caemonies are mowued regularly and
enthusiastically for men and women in which children too are involved
from infancy. Willowra bas become a focus for ceremonial activities for
many Walpiri communities, and gatherings, which include hundreds of
visiurs, occur there frequently. The Willowra people regularly contribute
to 'chuck ins' of significant amounts from their wages to ensure that the

obligations of hospitality are honoured.
As in many Aboriginal communities, the religious ceremonial life and
stooes of the Dreaming and its aeatures provides the source of, and
incentive for, vigorous creativity in the arts and crafts. part from the
making of weapons, boomerangs and woomtn, baby and w ter carriers,
dancing boards and necklaces, they are active in the production of
paintings on canvas in the Westem Desert style, silk screen design, and
painting on fabrics. Their work is not as widely promoted as those of
Papunya or Yuendumu, but that is not to say that it is inferior. The art
continues to be an expression of their religious and cultural tradition
which helps guarantee its authenticity.

The Willowra school is one of the increasing number of bilingual 'twoway' schools. Both those within the educational establishment - State
and Church - and a rapidly incffllsing nmnber of 'independent'
Aboriginal schools are nm uooer the auspices of the communities
themselves. From the time of the Parkinsons, the canmunity bas been
involved in the school, using their own eldtts to teach traditional
knowledge, insisting that the school must be bilingual, and progressively
demanding that teachers must be trained from among theu own young
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people. More recently they have begun to be involved with colleges like
Batchelor, which, with other teacher training colleges, are developing
independent approaches to Aboriginal 'two-way' education in which both
theoretical and pedagogic aspects of education are being transformed.
This transformation is of growing significance to educational theory and
practice for 'whites' as well as for those of Aboriginal schools. It is a
development of revolutionary impact.
Within the school campus T AFE provides training in the varied skills
required for the conduct of the diverse activities carried out under CDEP
- where funds in lieu of unemployment benefits are used by the Council
to pay wages for work done on community services and projects. These
include work on the cattle enterprise, as well as welding for steel cattle
yards, making and repairing doors, boxes etc. Currently, a group for
house-maintenance is being trained to reduce the need for expensive
visiting contractors.
The problems of housing design have not been wholly resolved. The
rapidly growing population, the complex requirements of social
considerations, such as the desire of some groups to be more separate,
avoidance practices, the concentration of multiple families in individual
houses, all present special difficulties. Essentially home is in the land as
a whole and life functions more around rather than in the house which is
primarily a storage place for possessions and a refuge from inclement
weather - especially necessary as the nights are often very cold and
there are not infrequent storms. However, television is changing some of
the emphasis of life within and outside the dwellings. The effects of this
are not yet clear.
Despite the problems of design and function of the houses themselves, the
'landscaping' of the houses - the provision of shade, of green lawns and
gardens (for vegetables as well as for decoration) - is very popular, and
in this aspect of housing Willowra, if not the builders, has done well.
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The casual visitor to Willowra', wrote recent reporters on housing, 'cannot
fail to be impressed by the obvious pride that householders take in
landscaping the outdoor areas. Most older houses had well established
lawns and gardens planted with beans, eucalypts, mulberry and locally
grown trees. Pergolas were covered with pepper vines, grapes and
bougainvilleas. A number of houses had vegetable gardens and some
flower gardens. In newer houses planting of lawns, shrubs, trees, vines
and seedlings had begun' (report by P Wafer and Helen Ross).

It is not surprising that Willowra is known to visitors as a 'beautiful
place'.
All this supports the view that what is happening in Willowra is
Aboriginal autonomy in action: a community in substantial control of its
own affairs, maintaining continuity with its past, and making its own
judgments about the direction and the rate of change. Progressively it is
developing the skills both to administer its own affairs and to deal
effectively with white society and its institutions.
This meeting will not be surprised that in the Willowra community the
name of 'old man Whitlam' is remembered with gratitude, respect and
affection. In an interview arranged for this paper, Teddy Long Jupurrula,
the friend of Stumpy Martin and his successor as Chairman of the
Council, said in response to a question:
Everyone still talking about him. He was really true man, an honest man,
old Whitlam.
He once brought a helicopter and landed over there in the middle of the
creek (bed) to come around the community for talk with yapa
(Aborigines) old people, traditional owners straight out.
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